Planetary Strander (Anti Torsion Back Twist Machines)

SARVASV is a technological leader in manufacturing of Anti Torsion / Planetary Machines for the Wire and Cable Industry. The machines are used for Railway Cables, Control Cables, Wire Rope Industry, HT Cables, Bunched Copper Stranding, Rubber Cables, OPGW Cables and other specialized cables and conductors.

Main features:
- Back twist by Sun & Planetary gears system
- Easy changeover to rigid
- Inline Concentric/Tangential Taping Heads
- Capstan Units – single and Grooved
- Automatic Wire Tension Control
- Range of Takeup and Payoffs are available

Product Range

Laying Machines:
- 19 Bobbin (6+12) Anti Torsion Laying Machine
- 36 Bobbin (6+12+18) Anti Torsion Laying Machine
- 19 Bobbin Tandem Anti Torsion Machines

Closing Machines:
- 18 Bobbin Planetary Closing Machines
- 24 Bobbin Planetary Closing Machines
- 36 Bobbin Planetary Closing Machine

Armouring Machines:
- 48 Bobbin Planetary Armouring Machine Single Cage
- 48 Bobbin (24+24) Planetary Armouring Machine
- 72 Bobbin (36+36) Planetary Armouring Machine

Note: Since the Machines undergoes continuous changes we reserve the right to modify the details. These Machines are Manufactured in Various Bobbin Size as Per DIN Stand.

72 (36+36) BOBBIN PLANETARY ANTI TORSION ARMOURING M/C

Regd. Office: A-153, Shivalik, New Delhi - 110 017, (India)
Corporation Office: B-200, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110020, (India)
Factory: B-105/194(A) Kahrani Ind. Area, Bhawani, Rajasthan-301010, (India)
Phone: +91-(11)-66401582, 66401583 Fax: +91-(11)-66401584
Mobile: +91-9871063383;+91-9810663360
Email: info@sarvasv.com, varun@sarvasv.com
Website: www.sarvasv.com